Revitalize the eye area with a luxuriously fluffy
eye cream. Super-hydrating snow mushroom
provides intense hydration while powerful
botanical peptides smooth roughness,
decrease puffiness and diminish the
appearance of under eye bags to reveal a
refreshed appearance.

The Advanced Instant Lift fX eye treatment
rapidly de-puffs tired eyes, smooths wrinkles
and minimizes the appearance of dark
under-eye circles. The cooling, stainless steel
rollerball applicator massages hibiscus and
ice wine actives into the areas around the
eye, appearing to instantly tighten and lift
the skin.

Cucumber Eye Gel $75

Lavender Night Eye Cream $75

Soothing cucumber and active herbal
ingredients soothe and reduce the
appearance of puffiness.

This rich, nourishing eye cream will help
diminish the visible signs of aging overnight.
Lavender and evening primrose provide
aromatherapy benefits while the unique
Anti-Aging Stem Cell Complex fight the
appearance of crow’s feet and leaves skin
looking radiant.

Marine Flower Peptide Eye Cream $115
Uniquely formulated for the delicate eye
area, this ultra-rich eye cream uses naturally
derived plant peptides and innovative algae
extracts to reduce the visible signs of aging.
Suitable for use day and night, this versatile
eye cream provides long-lasting hydration
and visibly improves the appearance of
wrinkles, puffiness, and dark circles.
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Hibiscus Lifting Eye Cream $105

Y D O B

Snow Mushrooom Cloud Eye Cream $80
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Cinnamon Lip Plumber $35

A petroleum free citrus treat for the lips with
shea butter and sunflower seed oil to give lips
maximum hydration and a sexy sheen. With
continued use the natural peptides make lips
look voluptuous and youthful.

Plump up your lips with this lip plumper
that promotes the look of visibly fuller lips
and a healthy, luminous shine.

Mangosteen Hand Cream $45

Moisturize and protect dry lips with this
hydrating lip balm stick. All natural SPF15
defends dry lips against harmful UV
exposure, while soothing rosehip oil relieves
dryness and rejuvenating lavender restores
softness. Dry, weather-ravaged lips are
perfectly moisturized and protected from
future damage.

Treat your hands to mangosteen bliss with
this luxurious hand cream. With each
application, this silky formula gently
resurfaces to reveal soft, youthful-looking
skin and provides long-lasting hydration.

Mangosteen Body Lotion $60

Stone Crop Body Scrub $60

Take a blissful approach to full body
hydration with this heavenly mangosteen
body lotion. Formulated with a unique
Lactic Acid Complex, this lightweight
formula gently resurfaces to reveal bright,
radiant skin. Absorbs quickly for a soft, satin
finish.

Polish your skin with the hydrating qualities
of sugar and the invigorating benefits of salt.
This resurfacing exfoliant lathers into a
creamy foam and is infused with comforting
stone crop and antioxidant-rich lemon peel
to brighten and smooth skin.
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Rosehip Lemongrass lip SPF15 $35

Y D O B

Citrus Lip Balm $35
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Stone Crop Body Oil $40

This body lotion contains naturally healing
stone crop, which reduces the appearance of
unevenness to leave the skin looking years
younger.

Soothe and soften dry skin with a
lightweight body oil that absorbs quickly,
leaving a matte satin finish. The
combination of stone crop and arnica
makes this lightly scented oil ideal for
massage, hand and foot treatments or daily
moisturizing.

Tropical Vanilla Body SPF32 $60

An easy-to-apply sport formulation for face
and body, this SPF 30 mineral sunscreen is
non-greasy and water-resistant up to 40
minutes. Highly effective for outdoor
activities like swimming and highperformance sports where perspiration can
impact standard sunscreen efficacy, this zinc
oxide sunscreen protects from head to toe.

Protect your skin with this organic sun
screen that protects against harmful UVA
and UVB rays.

Apricot Body Oil $40
Seduce your senses with our luxurious
Apricot Body Oil. Ultra-hydrating apricot oil
is blended with an assortment of essential
oils, such as grape seed and jojoba, to create
a luscious massage oil that leaves skin
feeling irresistibly soft and supple.
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Lilikoi Mineral Sport Defense SPF30 $60

Y D O B

Stone Crop Body Lotion $45
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